
Complementary Scholarships

COMPLEMENTARY SCHOLARSHIPS

Subject Area Name Purpose Level University(ies) Eligibility A

Accounting New Zealand Institute of 

Chartered Accountants 

Travel Grants 

Award funds may be used in New Zealand or overseas for travel 

expenses relating to: undertaking research, or the presentation of a 

conference paper.

Professional or PhD Any University NZ Citizen

Agriculture + 

Horticulture

Alex C P Chu Trade for 

Training Scholarship

To encourage New Zealand agriculture and horticulture students to 

experience aspects of their discipline area within an overseas 

culture.

Postgraduate Any University NZ Citizen

Agriculture + 

Horticulture

Allan and Grace Kay 

Overseas Scholarship

To enable students to pursue a postgraduate research course 

overseas in Agricultural or Veterinary Science.

Postgraduate Any University NZ Citizen

Agriculture + 

Horticulture

Bragato Postgraduate 

Scholarship

To provide scholarships for New Zealand graduates to gain further 

qualifications or experience in subjects of relevance to the 

viticulture and wine industry

Graduate Any University NZ Citizen

Agriculture + 

Horticulture

C Alma Baker Postgraduate 

Scholarship

Scholarships are available to students enrolled or intending to enrol 

in Masters or doctoral thesis programmes in the fields of 

agriculture, agriculture-related technologies or the study of rural 

society.

Masters or PhD Any University NZ Citizen

Agriculture + 

Horticulture

Margaret Watling 

Scholarship

The purpose of this scholarship is to assist people to undertake 

further study or obtain practical experience in amenity horticulture, 

ornamental horticulture, nursery management or any other closely 

allied field.

Postgraduate The scholarship may be 

held at a teaching or 

training institute, 

preferably in the United 

Kingdom  but also at such 

Applicants must have studied or are studying for an 

approved qualification at the RNZIH or at Lincoln 

University, or at an equivalent horticultural training 

organisation.

All Disciplines FWW Rhodes Memorial 

Scholarship

To assist a graduate and former pupil of Auckland Grammar School 

for advanced study at any university overseas 

Postgraduate Any University NZ Citizen

All Disciplines Gordon Watson Scholarship Study abroad focusing on international relationships. Masters or PhD Any University NZ Citizen

All Disciplines Smithsonian Institute 

Fellowship

Fellowships are offered by the Smithsonian Institution to provide 

opportunities for graduate students, pre-doctoral students, and 

postdoctoral and senior investigators to conduct research in 

association with members of the Smithsonian professional research 

staff  and to utilize the resources of the Institution

Graduate, Postgraduate, 

Postdoctoral

Smithsonian Institute NZ Citizen

All Disciplines Tertiary Education Union 

(Crozier) Scholarship

To help students whose work relates to the study of Higher 

Education.

Research - Honours, 

Masters or Doctoral

Any University NZ Citizen
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All Disciplines Todd Foundation Awards 

for Excellence

The Awards are granted in order that a project or programme 

(whether in research or otherwise) is carried out in a field of study 

which is likely to be of direct benefit to New Zealand and its people.

Postgraduate and or 

Professional

Any University NZ Citizen

All Disciplines Wakatu Incorporation 

Tertiary Education 

Scholarship

To help students undertake overseas tertiary study that will in turn  

benefit Wakatü and its business sectors.

Graduate Any University Candidate who can whakapapa to a Wakatu 

shareholder

All Disciplines East-West Center Graduate 

Degree Fellowships

To support academic study and develop a network of students and 

alumni forging the shape and substance of the world's most vibrant 

region

Masters or PhD University of Hawaii NZ Citizen

All Disciplines Frank Knox Memorial 

Fellowship

To enable overseas study in order to become leaders in their chosen 

fields

Postgraduate Harvard NZ Citizen

All Disciplines William Georgetti 

Scholarship

To encourage postgraduate study that is important to the social, 

cultural or economic development of NZ

Masters or PhD Any University Resided in NZ for at least 5 years prior to selection

All Disciplines East-West Center Graduate 

Degree Fellowships

To support academic study and develop a network of students and 

alumni forging the shape and substance of the world's most vibrant 

region

Masters or PhD University of Hawaii NZ Citizen

All Disciplines Frank Knox Memorial 

Fellowship

To enable overseas study in order to become leaders in their chosen 

fields

Postgraduate Harvard NZ Citizen

All Disciplines William Georgetti 

Scholarship

To encourage postgraduate study that is important to the social, 

cultural or economic development of NZ

Masters or PhD Any University Resided in NZ for at least 5 years prior to selection

Architecture ADAM Architecture Travel 

Scholarship

The annual ADAM Architecture Travel Scholarship offers an 

opportunity for an architecture student to experience and develop a 

greater understanding of architecture and urban design.

Graduate Field Work

Architecture Frederick Ost Scholarship Postgraduate Any University The scholarship shall be available to a candidate who 

has been awarded or qualified for the award of the 

degree of Bachelor of Architecture or Master of 

Architecture (Professional) and who intends to travel 

outside New Zealand for further study
Architecture William Chick Doctoral 

Scholarship

To assist students undertaking a course of study for a professional 

qualification in the practice of Architecture to undertake 

postgraduate study.

Doctoral Any University The Scholarships are tenable by students who are 

New Zealand citizens or permanent residents of New 

Zealand, who are graduates of a professional 

qualification in architecture from a New Zealand 

institution situated north of Huntly
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Business Studies Prime Ministers Business 

Scholarships

To give New Zealand’s senior managers, business owners and 

executives an opportunity to attend world-class learning 

institutions.

Professional Any University NZ citizen

Business Studies Zonta International - JM 

Klausman Women in 

Business Scholarships

The Scholarship is awarded annually to women pursuing master's 

degrees in business management.

Masters Any University

Creative Arts Anne Reid Memorial Trust 

Scholarship

The purpose of this scholarship is to assist a graduate student from 

either the University of Canterbury or the University of Auckland 

overseas in an environment that encourages the completion of a 

course or work in progress, or the undertaking of further training in 

a recognised institution

Postgraduate Any University NZ Citizen

Deaf Studies National Foundation for the 

Deaf - Deaf Training and 

Development Scholarship

The NFD Trust provides funds to support individuals to undertake 

further training which will assist their development and will benefit 

Deaf and Hearing-Impaired people in New Zealand.

Professional Any University or 

recognised institution

NZ Citizen

Engineering John R. Templin Travelling 

Scholarship

Postgraduate Any University NZ Citizen

Law New Zealand Law 

Foundation Scholarships

It enables recipients of high ability to pursue a defined course of 

research either in New Zealand or overseas with the purpose of 

making a significant contribution to an area of law in New Zealand.

Professional Any University NZ Citizen

Law Hauser Global Scholarship The Hauser Global Scholars Program, a part of the Hauser Global 

Law School Program, offers generous financial support to a limited 

number of outstanding foreign students for one year of study at 

New York University School of Law enrolled in the course leading to 

the LL M  degree

Masters New York University NZ Citizen

Law Harvard Law School 

Association of New Zealand 

Award

The Harvard Law School Association of New Zealand endeavours to 

assist any student who obtains admission to Harvard Law School, by 

contributing to travel expenses (or providing an amount equivalent 

to such expenses).

Postgraduate Harvard Law School (US) NZ Citizen

Law New Zealand Law 

Foundation Ethel Benjamin 

Scholarship

Award for outstanding woman scholar in Law Postgraduate, Masters or 

PhD

Any University NZ Citizen

Law Spencer Mason Travelling 

Scholarship in Law

To enable students to pursue a Law Degree at an overseas 

institution

Postgraduate Any University NZ Citizen

Law Harvard Law School 

Association of New Zealand 

Award

The Harvard Law School Association of New Zealand endeavours to 

assist any student who obtains admission to Harvard Law School, by 

contributing to travel expenses (or providing an amount equivalent 

to such expenses).

Postgraduate Harvard Law School (US) NZ Citizen
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Law Hauser Global Scholarship The Hauser Global Scholars Program, a part of the Hauser Global 

Law School Program, offers generous financial support to a limited 

number of outstanding foreign students for one year of study at 

New York University School of Law enrolled in the course leading to 

the LL M  degree

Masters New York University NZ Citizen

Law New Zealand Law 

Foundation Ethel Benjamin 

Scholarship

Award for outstanding woman scholar in Law Postgraduate, Masters or 

PhD

Any University NZ Citizen

Law Spencer Mason Travelling 

Scholarship in Law

To enable students to pursue a Law Degree at an overseas 

institution

Postgraduate Any University NZ Citizen

Library Studies Nora Bateson Scholarship The Scholarship is intended to encourage beginning practitioners to 

include some form of overseas study or experience of professional 

practice in their programme rather than to support work for a 

research degree.

Postgraduate and or 

Professional

Any University NZ Citizen

Maori and Pacific 

Island Studies

Queen Elizabeth II 

Postgraduate Fellowship

Available to a Maori or non-Maori graduate with excellent 

academic ability, who plans to research at postgraduate level, in a 

field that will benefit Maori.

Postgraduate Any University NZ Citizen

Maori and Pacific 

Island Studies

Skinner Fund - Royal Society 

of New Zealand

Promoting the study of the history, art, culture, physical and social 

anthropology of the Māori and other Polynesian peoples.
Postgraduate Any University NZ Citizen

Medicine (Clinical and 

Policy)

Zachary Gravatt Memorial 

Scholarship

To enable further professional development and/or training, such as 

attending a conference or undertaking overseas experience at a 

medical facility or university which contributes to their training.

Graduate Any University NZ Citizen

Medicine (Clinical and 

Policy)

HRC Clinical Research 

Training Fellowships

To provide an opportunity for medical, dental and allied health 

professionals to undertake PhD study

PhD Any University Project's relevance to NZ health
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Eligibility B Eligibility C Tenure Value and Payment

Member of the NZ Institute of Chartered Accountants Be teaching at an Accredited Tertiary Education 

Institution on an Institute recognised programme and be 

undertaking research that contributes knowledge to the 

New Zealand accounting profession or benefits the New 

Zealand academic accounting community

1 year To be determined by the Institute

Currently be enrolled in a postgraduate course in 

agriculture or horticulture at Massey University, with 

overseas study and/or student exchange as part of their 

programme.

Applicable to the area of study As determined by Massey University

Graduate from a NZ University Up to 3 years $ 10 000 per annum

Currently enrolled in Doctoral study at a NZ University Up to 1 year Up to $ 15 000

For Masters students, funding will be 

for one year (normally for a course 

including a significant research 

component); for doctoral students, 

awards may be for up to three years

The value of scholarships, currently a maximum 

$13,000 a year for a Masters student and $20,000 a 

year for a doctoral student.

Applicants must have resided in the South Island for at 

least two years prior to the award.

Applicants must be under the age of 35 As applicable Up to $ 5000

Auckland Boys Grammar Alumni 3 years Between $2000 and $7000

Up to 3 years $ 12 000 p/a

Applicants must propose to conduct research at the 

Smithsonian in one of its areas of research as outlined by 

the Institute.

3 months to 12 months Pre-doctoral, Postdoctoral and Senior Fellowships: 

The stipend for Pre-doctoral Fellows is $30,000 per 

year (twelve months). The stipend for Postdoctoral 

and Senior Fellows (other than those in Earth and 

Planetary Science  see below*) is $45 000 per year 
Completed Bachelors degree at a NZ University 1 year $ 5 000 p/a
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The Todd Foundation Awards for Excellence (Universities) 

are usually for work normally at a University in New 

Zealand, but can be used for field work, limited periods of 

study overseas.

As applicable As applicable

Scholarships are for studies directly related to our 

business, in areas such as: Marine Biology,  Aquaculture, 

Horticulture,  Law, General Management, Property 

Development, Marketing, Finance

Up to 3 years Each scholarship provides the successful applicant 

with financial support for fees and books

Masters up to 24 months, PhD up to 48 

months

Various

Spent 2 of the last 4 years at a NZ University Must apply for and be admitted to a graduate or  

professional schools at Harvard

1 year renewable US$ 24 000, tuition fees and student health 

insurance

Holds degree from NZ or overseas university Up to 3 years Up to $ 45 000 p/a

Masters up to 24 months, PhD up to 48 

months

Various

Spent 2 of the last 4 years at a NZ University Must apply for and be admitted to a graduate or  

professional schools at Harvard

1 year renewable US$ 24 000, tuition fees and student health 

insurance

Holds degree from NZ or overseas university Up to 3 years Up to $ 45 000 p/a

As applicable Up to £ 1500

Up to 2 years $ 3 500

Available to students enrolled full time at The University of 

Auckland School of Architecture or at an approved 

institution overseas and who have paid the fees or have 

arranged to pay the fees, for the Degree of Doctor of 

Philosophy  Applicants will be expected to have a first

Up to 2 years $ 22 000 p/a
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Applicants must be working in New Zealand-

based businesses that are internationalising or intensifying 

their internationalisation.

Applicants must return to their business after the course, 

and apply to a relevant course at an internationally 

recognised institution.

As applicable The scholarships cover 50 per cent of costs 

associated with studying at an international business 

school, including: course fees, airfares, 

accommodation and other costs such as textbooks.

US $ 7000

Graduate student planning to study English Literature, 

Music or Fine Arts overseas.

1 year Up to $ 20 000

Applicants must seek funding to attend international 

course or conference that benefit Deaf/Hearing Impaired 

people and or courses that equip hearing people to work 

with Deaf people.

As applicable Various

To persons who have graduated at the University of 

Canterbury with a degree in Engineering in any one of its 

branches or who have qualified by examination for the 

award of such a degree.

Up to 1 year Various

Applications are sought from experienced legal 

practitioners, academics, judges, or government officials 

who have demonstrated high ability in their chosen field of 

research.

Varies Varies

Gained admission to NYU Law School As Applicable Varies

Gained admission to Harvard Law School Varies Single Payment

Holder of NZ Law Degree, granted within the past 3 years Accepted into postgraduate course in approached 

overseas university 

1 year Up to $ 50 000

Graduates who reside in the district of Auckland Law 

Society and who are proceeding to a degree or diploma in 

Law at a University abroad.

As Applicable Varies

Gained admission to Harvard Law School Varies Single Payment
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Gained admission to NYU Law School As Applicable Varies

Holder of NZ Law Degree, granted within the past 3 years Accepted into postgraduate course in approached overseas 

university 

1 year Up to $ 50 000

Graduates who reside in the district of Auckland Law 

Society and who are proceeding to a degree or diploma in 

Law at a University abroad.

As Applicable Varies

a student currently enrolled in the Victoria University MIS 

programme to undertake a term of study at an overseas 

university or support an internship at an overseas library. 

The Scholarship shall be awarded to a student currently 

enrolled in  or within two calendar years of having 

1 year 5000

1 year 5000

Applicants whose research projects have survey, recording, 

and excavation as their goal

Varies Up to $ 1000

The Scholarship will be awarded to a full-time Year V to V1 

candidate who has overcome a significant personal 

challenge or challenges to succeed in their studies, 

demonstrated excellence in clinical studies, and proposes 

to undertake further professional development and/or 

Up to 1 year 6000

Excellent academic record and experience Proposed programme of research training and research 

experience of proposed supervisor

Up to 3 years full time or 4 years part 

time

The Fellowship provides part-time salary support (0.3-

0.5 full time equivalent) and $50,000 per annum for 

research expenses, including knowledge transfer 

activities.
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Website for further info

http://scholarshipdb.net/scholarships-in-New-

Zealand/New-Zealand-Institute-of-Chartered-

Accountants-Travel-Grants-Victoria-University-of-

Wellington=LPJxA-DI4RG8VwAlkFPaOg.html 

https://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/admission/schol

arships-bursaries-awards/other-scholarships/search-

results/search-

results_home.cfm?scholarship_id=65&page=award_

display 
http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/fms/Awards/Doc

uments/forms/Allan_Grace_Kay_Overseas_Appl.pdf 

http://www.bragato.org.nz/assets/Bragato%20Post

graduate%20Scholarship.pdf 

https://www.calmabakertrust.org/awards-grants-

scholarships/postgraduate-scholarships 

http://www.rnzih.org.nz/pages/awards.html 

https://www.global-scholarship.com/f-w-w-rhodes-

scholarship/ 

http://www.universitiesnz.ac.nz/scholarships/gordo

nwatson 

http://www.si.edu/ofg/Applications/SIFELL/SIFELLap

p.htm 

https://www.universitiesnz.ac.nz/files/u12/TEUCrozi

erregs10b.pdf 
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https://www.universitiesnz.ac.nz/sites/default/files/

uni-

nz/documents/scholarships/Todd%20Excellence%20

Regulations.pdf 

https://www.wakatu.org/tertiary-education-

scholarships-form/ 

https://www.eastwestcenter.org/education/ewc-

graduate-degree-fellowship 

http://www.universitiesnz.ac.nz/scholarships/frankk

nox 

https://www.universitiesnz.ac.nz/scholarships/willia

m-georgetti-scholarship  

http://www.eastwestcenter.org/education/student-

programs/opportunities-for-study/ewc-graduate-

degree-fellowship

http://www.universitiesnz.ac.nz/scholarships/fra

nkknox

http://www.universitiesnz.ac.nz/scholarships/will

iamgeorgetti 

https://www.adamarchitecture.com/about/academi

c/travel-scholarship.htm 

https://www.auckland.ac.nz/en/study/scholarships-

and-awards/find-a-scholarship/frederick-ost-

scholarship-in-architecture-92-cai.html 

https://www.auckland.ac.nz/en/study/scholarships-

and-awards/find-a-scholarship/william-chick-

doctoral-scholarship-in-architecture-413-cai.html 
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https://www.mbie.govt.nz/about/our-

work/scholarships/prime-ministers-business-

scholarships 

https://www.zonta.org/Global-

Impact/Education/Women-in-Business-Scholarship 

https://armt.org.nz/ 

https://www.nfd.org.nz/help-and-advice/find-

help/scholarships-and-grants/ 

http://jrtemplintrust.co.nz/scholarship.html 

https://www.lawfoundation.org.nz/?page_id=12 

http://www.law.nyu.edu/global/hauser/hauserglob

alscholars  

http://scholarshipdb.net/scholarships-in-New-

Zealand/Harvard-Law-School-Association-of-New-

Zealand-Award-Victoria-University-of-

Wellington=MFTrQF8iEUy4jaOGHSmAWQ.html 

https://www.lawfoundation.org.nz/?page_id=53 

http://www.law.auckland.ac.nz/en/about/notices/n

otices-2018/01/spencer-mason-trust-

scholarship.html

http://scholarshipdb.net/scholarships-in-New-

Zealand/Harvard-Law-School-Association-of-

New-Zealand-Award-Victoria-University-of-

Wellington=MFTrQF8iEUy4jaOGHSmAWQ.ht

ml 
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http://www.law.nyu.edu/global/hauserscholarspr

ogram/hauserglobalscholarsllmcandidates/inde

x.htm 

https://www.lawfoundation.org.nz/?page_id=555 

http://www.law.auckland.ac.nz/uoa/home/for/fut

ure-undergraduates/fu-scholarships-and-

awards/fu-law-scholarships#s2c17 

https://www.studyinnewzealand.govt.nz/how-to-

apply/scholarship/details?scholarshipid=92615&inst

itutionid=142321 

http://maorieducation.org.nz/postgraduate-

scholarships-for-maori/ 

https://royalsociety.org.nz/what-we-do/funds-and-

opportunities/skinner-fund/ 

https://www.auckland.ac.nz/en/study/scholarships-

and-awards/find-a-scholarship/zachary-gravatt-

memorial-scholarship-598-fmhs.html 

http://www.hrc.govt.nz/funding-

opportunities/career-development 
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